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Abstract13

This study found that regional snowfall distributions in a Japan-Sea side14

area of Japan are controlled by intraseasonal jet variability, particularly the15

10-day-timescale quasi-stationary Rossby waves across the Eurasian conti-16

nent and the atmospheric blocking over the East Asian region. This study17

mainly focused on the Niigata area, which is representative of heavy snowfall18

areas in Japan. Based on previous studies, three types of dominant snowfall19

distributions were defined: 1) the plain (P) type, which is characterized by20

heavy snowfall events predominant in coastal regions of the Niigata area,21

2) the mountain (M) type, which occurs in the mountainous regions, and22

3) the PM type, which occurs across the whole Niigata area.23

Our results revealed that all distribution types were related to the south-24

ward shift of the westerly jet over Japan associated with an intensified25

trough, i.e., cyclonic anomalies, originating from quasi-stationary Rossby26

waves along westerly jets over Eurasia (Eurasian jets). The cyclonic anoma-27

lies were found to be also related to blocking cyclones because the frequency28

of blocking events considerably increased in the East Siberian region. The29

mechanisms leading to the trough intensification were different among the30

events of the three snowfall types. The formation of Siberian blocking with31

relatively different positions and different paths of quasi-stationary Rossby32

wave packet propagation along Eurasian jets were evident in the distribu-33
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tion types. Therefore, local-scale snowfall distributions in the Japan-Sea34

side area are determined by anomalous large-scale circulations, which can35

be evidently distinguished in the global reanalysis data.36
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1. Introduction39

The Japan-Sea side areas of northern and central Japan experience40

some of the heaviest snowfall in the world (e.g., Honda and Kusunoki41

2007; Kawase et al. 2016), even though they are located at relatively low42

latitudes in the extratropics. During winter, monsoonal cold northwesterly43

air flows from the Eurasian continent and over the Sea of Japan where it44

acquires turbulent heat leading to convective systems that lead to snow-45

fall (e.g., Yoshizaki and Kato 2007). The mechanism that determines how46

such snowfall occurs has been investigated in a number of previous studies47

in terms of both mesoscale (e.g., Tsuboki and Asai 2004; Yoshizaki et al.48

2004; Eito et al. 2005) and synoptic–large-scale atmospheric circulations49

(e.g., Hori et al. 2011; Yamashita et al. 2012; Ueda et al. 2015).50

It is empirically and statistically known that there is variability in snow-51

fall distributions in the Japan-Sea side areas, for which the predominant52

snowfall occurs in the mountainous areas, referred to as mountain (M)-type53

snowfall; the other predominant one occurs in the plains, referred to as54

plain (P)-type snowfall (Akiyama 1981a,b; Tachibana 1995; Iwamoto et al.55

2008; Ueda et al. 2015). The P- and M-type snowfalls occurring in the56
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Niigata area, one of the heaviest snowfall areas at the Japan-Sea side, have57

been studied (e.g., Fukaishi 1961; Akiyama 1981a,b; Iwamoto et al. 2008).58

There are three dominant snowfall distributions: P type, M type, and a pos-59

itive/negative snowfall anomaly in both the plain and mountainous areas,60

referred to as PM type. Akiyama (1981a) performed a statistical analysis on61

daily precipitation data from the Niigata area using the empirical orthog-62

onal function (EOF) and found the three snowfall distribution types. The63

most dominant snowfall distribution (mode) was the variability of excess64

and suppressed snowfall over the entire Niigata area (PM type1), whereas65

the second mode was a seesaw of the P- and M-type snowfalls. Iwamoto et66

al. (2008) carefully performed a quality check on the precipitation data from67

the Niigata area and found these snowfall types to be the most dominant68

modes over a long period.69

In addition to the statistics, they also discussed the mechanism of how70

each type of snowfall occurs. Akiyama (1981b) investigated the characteris-71

tics of synoptic fields in each type. She found that all snowfall distribution72

types commonly accompany cold air in the upper troposphere (trough or73

a cold vortex) over the Niigata area and conditionally unstable stratifica-74

tion in the lower troposphere. A difference in the synoptic fields between75

1Akiyama (1981a) named the first mode “normal snowfall type,” but herein, we re-

ferred to it as the PM type.
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the P type and M type was also noted, particularly in the sea-level pres-76

sure (SLP) field. In the M-type climatological winter monsoon pattern, the77

high pressure in the west of Japan and the low pressure in the east are78

temporally enhanced and lead to northerly–northwesterly winds from the79

Eurasian continent, whereas in the P-type snowfall distribution, the pattern80

rather temporally weakens due to a weak and/or slow depression over the81

Sea of Japan. Iwamoto et al. (2008) found different local surface wind di-82

rections/strengths between the P-type and M-type snowfalls in the Niigata83

area. The strong M-type local winds occur in the southward–southeastward84

direction, whereas weak P-type local winds are directed eastward.85

It is important to predict the occurrence of a snowfall and the resulting86

snow accumulation; however, such prediction is generally difficult even in87

the state-of-the-art regional models because snowfalls are caused by con-88

vective activities at the ∼10-km scale. To address this issue, we would like89

to propose to forecast the large-scale fields that potentially lead to snow-90

fall events rather than to directly forecast the snowfall occurring at the91

mesoscale. This approach could be useful because large-scale (general cir-92

culation) fields generally have longer timescales and thus longer inherent93

predictability than mesoscale fields (c.f., Inaba and Kodera 2010; Yamazaki94

et al. 2015). The results of the general circulation forecasts could be used95

to predict local snowfall events.96
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In this study, the characteristics of large-scale variabilities related to97

the P-, M-, and PM-type snowfalls will be evaluated. Similar studies on98

large-scale variabilities and local precipitation events have been conducted99

(Yamashita et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2015; Ueda et al. 2015); however, to100

the best of our knowledge, previous studies have not classified the large-scale101

(103–104 km) characteristics that determine local snowfall distributions (10–102

102 km). Our results will describe a dynamical connection between the103

global atmospheric variability and local precipitation, where the scale gap104

is ∼102 km.105

The relationship between an intraseasonal variability with a seasonal106

timescale of ∼3 months and snowfall in the Japan-Sea side areas was ex-107

plored by Ueda et al. (2015). They evaluated the characteristics of large-108

scale circulations occurring in winter (December–February), which is associ-109

ated with interannual variability of snowfall amounts in coastal areas. The110

large-scale circulations exhibited a cyclonic anomaly (trough) in the upper111

troposphere over the East Asian region, which is similar to the character-112

istics found out in previous studies (Akiyama 1981b; Iwamoto et al. 2008)113

but at substantially different timescales. Moreover, their results showed114

that the tropical convective activity near the Philippines Sea had a large115

impact on the formation of the cyclonic anomaly.116

This study focuses on a relatively shorter timescale, particularly a timescale117
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of a bi-pentad, that is one-third of a month (jun in Japanese)2 and ≈10 days,118

allowing us to focus on extreme (hourly-to-daily) snowfall events modulated119

by mid-latitude, low-frequency variabilities (Blackmon 1976; Itoh and Ki-120

moto 1999), which have a time scale of 10 days rather than a timescale121

of one month (Feldstein 2000, 2003). In addition, analyzing the bi-pentad122

period would be advantageous for the following reasons; the period repre-123

sents the minimum timescale over which meso–synoptic scale disturbances124

from low-frequency variabilities can be filtered out, and because one-third125

of a month is a recognizable period within a calendar month and thus of126

relevance to our social lives.127

Atmospheric blocking, a low-frequency variability, is a special focus128

herein. Blocking is typically an event that extends beyond the synoptic129

timescale (e.g., Barriopedro et al. 2006, 2010) and lead to substantial im-130

pacts on various mid-latitude unusual/extreme weather conditions. Block-131

ing over Siberia can interact with and enhance the Siberian High (Takaya132

and Nakamura 2005a, 2005b; Mori et al. 2014). The enhanced Siberian133

High can then promote the winter East Asian monsoon. Takeuchi et al.134

(2008) reported that the stronger winter East Asian monsoon is related to135

a larger precipitation anomaly in the heavy snow areas of Niigata. Another136

2A bi-pentad (jun) is defined as the period of the 1st–10th, 11th–20th, or 21st–last

day of a month.
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reason to focus on blocking is that it probably appears as the most visible137

low-frequency, extratropical variability in the global weather. Therefore, it138

is advantageous to use blocking as an indicator for evaluating the potential139

of a local snowfall event in the results of reanalyses and weather forecasts140

or seasonal predictions.141

2. Strategy and data142

2.1 Local snowfall data143

Fig. 1

This study aims to determine the large-scale features associated with144

local snowfall distributions obtained at the observation points of the Japan145

Meteorological Agency (JMA, Fig. 1). Moreover, we make the timescale146

of a local snowfall event correspond with that of a large-scale circulation:147

Separating the spatial scales but synchronizing the timescales between them148

(c.f., Minobe et al. 2016). Based on these strategies, we used the 10-day149

accumulated (bi-pentad) local observation data of the amount of snowfall.150

The period of data used was the winters (December–February; DJF) of151

1980/1981–2016/2017 for a total of 333 bi-pentads (nine bi-pentads for each152

winter).153 Table 1

The P-, M-, and PM-type snowfall events were defined using observa-154

tion data. Snowfall amounts at the five (six) observation points of Niigata,155
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Niitsu, Nagaoka, Shimozeki, and Tsugawa (Yuzawa, Sekiyama, Tsunan,156

Tohkamachi, Koide, and Sumon, which was originally Irihirose) were gath-157

ered as P-type (M-type) regional snowfall (Fig. 1). The P- and M-type158

regional snowfall amounts were averaged across all available observations159

for each bi-pentad. Note that these points were selected based on correla-160

tion analysis performed by Iwamoto et al. (2008). Because they calculated161

correlations in the daily data, we focused on the 10-day accumulated data162

concerning the mutual correlation coefficients of all P- and M-region points163

(Table 1). Table 1 summarizes high correlations even between P- and M-164

region points and a moderate gap in the coefficients between the M and P165

regions, indicating that the characteristics of snowfall variation in the M166

and P regions are to some extent independent of each other. In addition,167

it is worth mentioning that at most, the P and M regions are 10–102 km168

apart, which is much smaller than the spatial scale of low-frequency vari-169

abilities. The gap found in the correlation despite such small differences170

in the spatial scale implies that the P- and M-type snowfalls can occur171

even within the timescale of low-frequency variabilities as well as those in172

synoptic disturbances.173

High correlation between snowfall amounts in the P and M regions was174

found over different timescales, which correspond to the PM-type snowfall175

variations. Snowfall amounts in both regions were found positively corre-176
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lated with coefficients of 0.69, 0.79, and 0.82 for the daily, 5-day, and 10-day177

timescales, respectively (Supplement 1). Independent P- or M-type snowfall178

events could be more frequent over the shorter timescales. This implies that179

local snowfall in each region tend to be directly triggered by meso–synoptic180

scale disturbances. However, we here focus on the P- and M-type snow-181

fall events that sometimes occur in the 10-day timescale (see Supplement182

1 or Fig. 3 below), because these events have the same timescale as low-183

frequency variabilities that can modulate the frequency and/or strength of184

such meso–synoptic scale disturbances.185 Fig. 2

The P and M region’s snowfall climatology and the deviation of each bi-186

pentad were defined as the average of bi-pentad snowfall amounts for the 37187

winters and the difference from the climatology, respectively. The standard188

deviations were also defined for each bi-pentad. Figure 2 shows time evolu-189

tions (seasonal marches) of snowfall climatologies and standard deviations190

during November–March (15 bi-pentads per winter). We found that heavy191

snow bi-pentads occur from December to February. Thus, we analyzed the192

10-day timescale data during December–February. Local snowfall indices IP193

and IM were then defined as snowfall deviations normalized by the standard194

deviation for each bi-pentad in the P and M regions, respectively (Fig. 3).195 Fig. 3

Table 2The P-, M-, and PM-type snowfall events were defined as the top 15196

bi-pentads with the largest IP and/or IM. Here, the P-type (M-type) events197
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represent the top 15 bi-pentads with the largest IP (IM), with IM (IP) being198

less than a standard deviation of +1.0 (Fig. 3). The PM-type events were199

defined as the top 15 bi-pentads with the largest normalized deviations200

in both the P and M regions (the whole Niigata area), which correspond201

to normal-type events belonging to the most dominant EOF mode found in202

the research conducted by Akiyama (1981a,b). Figure 3 shows that a strong203

covariability exists between the snowfalls within the P and M regions, as204

summarized in Table 1, which corresponds to the most dominant snowfall205

variability in the 10-day timescale. This characteristic is similar to that as206

found in the daily and 5-day timescales (c.f., Akiyama 1981a). Moreover,207

we found that sometimes, a large amount of snowfall only occurs in the P208

or M region during several bi-pentads. Thus, Table 1 and Fig. 3 show that209

the P-, M-, and PM-type snowfalls also exist in a 10-day timescale. The top210

15 bi-pentads of the P-, M-, and PM-type snowfalls selected in this study211

are listed in Table 2.212

2.2 Interannual variability213

Fig. 4

The interannual variabilities of the PM-, P-, and M-type snowfall events214

were examined. Here, the P-type (M-type) snowfall event is defined as215

a normalized snowfall deviation with more than +1.0 in the P region (M216

region) and a normalized snowfall deviation with less than +1.0 in the M217
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region (P region) during a bi-pentad. Conversely, the PM-type snowfall218

event is defined as deviations with more than +1.0 in both the P and M219

regions. The snowfall events in the P, M, and PM types were 20, 21, and220

32, respectively (Table 3). Figure 4 shows the interannual variability during221

1980/1981–2016/2017. Findings from this figure are summarized as follows:222

• PM-type snowfall events were more frequent than the P- and M-type223

snowfall events. This can be found in Fig. 3 as the most dominant224

covariability (high correlation) between the P and M region’s snowfall225

deviations.226

• One type of the snowfalls event at most occurred 2–3 times during one227

winter, except for the PM type during the winter of 1985/86, for which228

the snowfall event occurred six times. This implies that each type of229

snowfall event occurs intermittently rather than continuously during230

one winter, which is similar to the nature of low-frequency variability,231

including blocking (Itoh and Kimoto 1999).232

• Snowfall event frequencies in all types appear modulated in several-233

year–decadal timescales, e.g., snowfall events were more frequent in234

the early 1980s but less in early 2000, implying that the snowfall235

occurrence frequencies would be modulated by climate variability on236

decadal timescales. Note that such decadal, local snowfall variations237
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were found for the Toyama area (Yamashita et al. 2012).238

Table 3

The seasonal marches during the winter of each snowfall-type event were239

also summarized in Table 3. The table summarizes that the PM-type snow-240

fall can occur throughout winter, whereas the P- and M-type snowfalls tend241

to occur in mid-winter rather than in early winter.242

3. Composite maps243

Large-scale circulations were examined using the JRA-55 long-term global244

reanalysis dataset (Kobayashi et al. 2015). In the reanalysis data, 37 winters245

(DJF) between 1980/1981–2016/2017 were used. The horizontal resolution246

is 1.25◦ × 1.25◦, and daily fields averaged from 6-h fields were analyzed.247

The climatologies and anomalies were defined as 37 winter averages at cal-248

endar days and deviations from these averages, respectively. Then, 10-day249

averaging was conducted on both the climatologies and the anomalies.250

The large-scale features for the selected P-, M-, and PM-type snowfall251

events (Table 2) were determined. For the top 15 snowfall bi-pentad periods,252

10-day averaged anomalies were composited.253 Fig. 5

Before discussing anomaly fields, we describe the climatological features254

related to wintertime in East Asian regions. Figure 5 shows the climatology255

averaged over 37 winters. In the lower troposphere (Figs. 5a and 5b), the256

East Asian region, including Japan, is relatively colder than that in the257
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mid-latitudes because of the northerly–northwesterly winds occurring be-258

tween the Siberian High and the Aleutian Low, indicating that the region259

is frequently influenced by cold air masses originating from Arctic regions260

(e.g., Iwasaki et al. 2014). In the upper troposphere (Fig. 5c), the region is261

located below the large-scale trough extending from the polar vortex, or the262

polar cold air mass in the upper troposphere, at the westerly jets flowing263

circumglobally in mid-latitudes. The jet over Japan originates from two264

branches of strong westerlies over the Eurasian continent: We call these265

branches Eurasian jets. The Eurasian jets are composed of the subtropical266

and subpolar jets. The subtropical jet extends from North Africa to South267

China (Fig. 5c). Along the jet, there is a Rossby waveguide visualized as a268

great gradient of potential vorticity (PV) in the upper troposphere (Fig. 5d).269

The subpolar jet is weaker, but it intermittently appears as the secondary270

jet axis from northern Europe to North China via Russia and is evident271

as a moderate waveguide region (Figs. 5c and 5d). Thus, quasi-stationary272

Rossby waves can propagate along the two jets toward the climatological273

trough over Japan.274

3.1 Conditions in the lower troposphere275

Fig. 6

Composite maps for the SLP field in the PM, P, and M types are shown276

in Fig. 6. The anomaly fields show patterns of intensification of the Siberian277
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High and/or the Aleutian Low across all types, indicating the enhancement278

of the winter East Asian monsoon (e.g., Takaya and Nakamura 2005a; Sakai279

and Kawamura 2009; Yamashita et al. 2012; Shoji et al. 2014). Interest-280

ingly, the patterns show differences among the three types; both the Siberian281

High and the Aleutian Low are intensified in the PM type, whereas only282

the Siberian High is intensified in the P type and only the Aleutian Low is283

intensified in the M type. These results support the idea that large-scale284

variabilities are tied to the local snowfall distributions.285 Fig. 7

A factor that promotes snowfall occurrence is possibly a lower temper-286

ature condition in the lower troposphere compared with that usually expe-287

rienced during winter. We drew composite maps of temperature anomalies288

at 850 hPa and flow streams of cold air (Fig. 7) and found that negative289

temperature anomalies prevailed over Japan in all types (black dashed con-290

tours), which is consistent with the intensification/extension of the Siberian291

High and/or the Aleutian Low during the snowfall period (Fig. 6). With292

the exception of different timescales, this finding is also consistent with that293

of a study conducted by Takeuchi et al. (2008).294

The origins of the cold air masses (CAMs) that cause negative temper-

ature anomalies in each type were explored using the CAM flux proposed

by Iwasaki et al. (2014). The CAM flux F is defined as the flux of the sum

of the mass (i.e., CAM) below a threshold isentropic surface in the lower
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troposphere,

F =

∫ ps

p(θT )

v dp, (1)

where ps and p(θT ) are the ground surface pressure and the pressure on the295

threshold isentropic surface θT , respectively, and v is the horizontal wind296

field vector. Since the CAM flux is based on the conservative laws of air mass297

and thermodynamics, it can quantify the strength and directions of CAM298

movements related to the extratropical meridional circulation (Iwasaki and299

Mochizuki 2012; Iwasaki et al. 2014; Kanno et al. 2015a). The CAM flux300

can thus capture cold air outbreaks from the polar regions, where the polar301

CAM accumulates during winter, in the synoptic and longer timescales (e.g.,302

Shoji et al. 2014; Kanno et al. 2015b; Abdillah et al. 2017, 2018). θT is303

defined as 280 K (Iwasaki et al. 2014).304

The climatological features of the CAM flux are shown in Fig. 7a. It can305

be clearly discerned that much of the polar CAM intrudes toward Japan306

across the large-scale topographies in East Asia and Siberia.307

The 10-day averaged CAM flux anomalies in the PM, P, and M types308

(Figs. 7b–7d) show different stream anomalies between the PM or P type309

and the M type. In the PM and P types, polar CAM anomalies run from310

the north of eastern Siberia toward the northeast of the large mountainous311

area in central Eurasia (around 120◦E) through the south of eastern Siberia312

and the Sea of Okhotsk and are then directed southeastward to the Far313
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East, including Japan. In the M type, polar CAM anomalies over the314

Arctic Ocean anticyclonically move through the Bering Strait toward the315

south of the Sea of Okhotsk and shift southward over the Far East (around316

140◦E), where they rotate cyclonically. Despite the different paths of polar317

CAM anomalies between the snowfall event types, they all enhance the318

climatological southeastward/southward CAM flux toward Japan through319

the Sea of Japan. Thus, cold temperature anomalies prevail around Japan320

in all the types. Interestingly, the CAM flux anomalies in eastern Siberia321

and the Far East showed that Siberian blocking in the upper troposphere322

can regulate the CAM streams over the East Asian regions and therefore323

enhance cold air outbreaks toward Japan (see Section 5).324

The enhanced cold air outbreaks promote active turbulent heat fluxes325

from the Sea of Japan and can cause convective instability, resulting in a326

considerable amount of snowfall over the Niigata area. Here, the convective327

instability was measured as the vertical inverse of the equivalent potential328

temperature θe (Yoshizaki and Kato 2007). We simply counted the number329

of layers
∑

(θe)rev that had θe greater than one of the upper layers below330

750 hPa in JRA-553, where 0 ≤
∑

(θe)rev ≤ 11. Larger
∑

(θe)rev indicates331

more potential convection. We calculated the winter climatology of
∑

(θe)rev332

3The vertical layers used here are 1000, 975, 950, 925, 900, 875, 850, 825, 800, 775,

and 750 hPa.
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averaged during the DJF of 1980/1981–2016/2017 and the composite of each333

of the top 15 bi-pentads in each type deviated from the climatology.334 Fig. 8

Figure 8a shows the climatology of
∑

(θe)rev and wind streamlines at 925335

hPa. The climatological map shows a large convective instability over the336

Sea of Japan, particularly over the offshore side of Japan, and southeast-337

ward wind directions. Figures 8b–8d show the 10-day averaged anomalies338

(deviations) in the PM, P, and M types. The instability was found to339

be significantly greater over the Sea of Japan in all snowfall event types340

compared with the climatological one, indicating that the potential of con-341

vections is higher during the snowfall event. Furthermore, the patterns of342

the more actively unstable areas are different among the types. In the PM343

type, the streamlines over the Sea of Japan are southeastward and positive344

instability anomalies mostly cover the Sea of Japan. The climatological345

winter East Asian monsoon seems enhanced in this type. In the P type,346

the streamlines are rather eastward and the positive anomalies are located347

offshore of northern Japan and to the west of the Niigata area. In the M348

type, dominant northerlies prevail over the north of Japan and the convec-349

tive instability is active nearshore of Tohoku and in central areas of Japan.350

The wind directions for these types are similar to those found in the daily351

timescale (Iwamoto et al. 2008). Therefore, the convective instability and352

wind streamlines over the Sea of Japan have considerably different patterns353
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among the types, even though they are relatively smaller spatial scales (just354

over the Sea of Japan) compared with other large-scale fields.355 Fig. 9

In addition, it should be discussed how the lower tropospheric conditions356

could support synoptic conditions that lead to local snowfall. Figure 9 shows357

composite maps in SLP and temperature at 850 hPa for each-type snow-358

fall event but close to Japan. The SLP fields show the P type is different359

from the PM and M types. The SLP anomaly in the P type implies that360

monsoonal northwesterlies become weaker locally around Japan, and vice361

versa in the PM and M types. In the P type it also found the negative362

SLP anomaly prevailing over the Sea of Japan. These are consistent with363

the rather weak and strong monsoonal situations in the traditional P and364

M types, respectively, similar with the synoptic scale study (c.f., Akiyama,365

1981b; Yoshizaki & Kato, 2007). The 850-hPa temperature field in the M366

type is not relatively colder than those in the PM and P type, even though367

they all were significantly cold against the climatology (see Fig. 7). This368

may infer that colder air temperature in the lower troposphere contributes369

to much snowfall in the P region, which is also found in the synoptic field370

(Yoshizaki & Kato, 2007). Thus, the near-surface and lower-tropospheric371

fields in the PM, P, and M types can support the different synoptic con-372

ditions, implying different roles of large-scale circulation anomalies in the373

upper troposphere and the CAM stream field on meso–synoptic scale dis-374
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turbances.375

3.2 Conditions in the upper troposphere376

Fig. 10

The upper-level circulation anomalies (geopotential height at 250 hPa;377

Z250) and quasi-stationary Rossby wave packets related to the subpolar and378

subtropical jets in the types are shown in Fig. 10. The negative Z250 anoma-379

lies (cyclones), i.e., intensified trough, commonly appear over Japan in all380

types. These characteristics are consistent with the circulation patterns in381

the P and M types found in synoptic timescales (Akiyama 1981b; Iwamoto382

et al. 2008). When comparing the anomalies in between the types, the PM383

type is the strongest and the anomaly in the P (M) type is located slightly384

toward the Sea of Japan (Pacific Ocean) relative to Japan. Additionally,385

positive Z250 anomalies (anticyclones) can be found over the Siberian re-386

gion in the PM and P types and over the south of China in the PM and M387

types. The former occurs along the subpolar jet, whereas the latter occurs388

along the subtropical jet.389 Fig. 11

The Rossby wave packets along the subtropical and subpolar jets can390

be seen as sequential positive–negative patterns of anomalies or lines of391

the wave activity flux (Takaya and Nakamura 2001). The subtropical wave392

packet can be found in the M and PM types but not in the P type. This393

wave packet can be clearly distinguished using the 250-hPa meridional wind394
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(V250) anomaly fields in Fig. 11, as per the research conducted by Bransta-395

tor (2002) and Watanabe (2004). The subtropical wave packet in the P type396

is interrupted over the south of China, where the anticyclonic anomalies can397

be found (Fig. 10). The subpolar wave packet is also found in the PM and398

P types, although it does not appear in the M type.399

In summary, we found that the occurrence of the PM-, P-, and M-type400

snowfall events was commonly associated with the enhanced upper-level401

trough identical to the cyclonic anomalies over Japan, though the anomaly402

in the P (M) type was located relatively westward (eastward) and that in the403

PM type was zonally broad. However, the causes of the cyclonic anomalies404

differed between the types; Rossby wave packets along the subpolar and sub-405

tropical jets contributed to the anticyclonic anomalies over Siberia and the406

south of China, respectively, and both enhanced the trough in the PM type,407

whereas the wave packet along the subtropical (subpolar) jet was hampered408

over the south of China during the P-type (M-type) snowfall. Note that the409

upper-level circulation field in the PM type appeared consistent with that410

of Inaba and Kodera (2010) who found that quasi-stationary Rossby wave411

propagations along these jets led to cold temperatures in Japan in Decem-412

ber 2005: Two bi-pentads belonging to this month were among the top 15413

bi-pentads of the PM type (Table 2). Because the anticyclonic anomalies in414

the PM and M types located upstream of the trough along the subtropical415
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jet are significant, they may also result from tropical forcing. The anti-416

cyclonic anomalies in the PM and P types upstream along the subpolar417

jet can interact with the Siberian High and enhance each other (Takaya418

and Nakamura 2005a), as shown in Fig. 6. It is noteworthy that although419

the spatial scale used to classify the snowfall types is less than 102 km,420

circulation anomalies are different even at a large scale. It could be con-421

cluded that local snowfall distributions over the whole Japan-Sea side areas422

would change with small but distinguishable differences in the large-scale423

circulations associated with the PM, P, and M types despite the fact that424

classification was based on only the Niigata area.425

4. Dominant jet variability over Eurasia426

In this section, we discuss why PM-type snowfall events are more fre-427

quent than the P- and M-type snowfall events (Table 3; Figs. 3 and 4), and428

we try to separate the roles of the Rossby wave packets along the subtropical429

and subpolar jets.430

The results presented in Section 3 showed that the P- and M-type snow-431

falls have signals along the subpolar and subtropical jets, respectively, and432

the PM-type snowfall has signals along both the jets. It is interesting that433

if the signals along the subpolar and subtropical jets are independent of or434

negatively correlated with each other, the frequency of the PM-type snow-435
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fall might be equal to or less than those of the P- and M-type snowfalls436

because these signals can appear simultaneously by chance. It is important437

to understand the reason why the signals in both the jets can coexist.438 Fig. 12

Figures 12a and 12b show the first and second dominant EOF modes439

(EOF1 and EOF2, respectively) in V250 over the Eurasian domain (0◦–440

140◦E, 10◦–90◦N) against 333 bi-pentad periods during winter. EOF1 and441

EOF2 are characterized by signals along the subtropical jet, which can be442

clearly found in the mid-latitudes from Europe to Japan. The proportions443

of EOF1 and EOF2 account for 21.0% and 13.6% of the total variance, re-444

spectively. EOF1 exhibits a pattern similar to that of the PM-type snowfall445

(Fig. 11a), and EOF2 is dominant along the subtropical jet; thus, in the446

10-day timescale a Rossby wave packet are predominant along the subtrop-447

ical jet, as found in the PM- or M-type snowfall. Such variations or signals448

would correspond to the circumglobal teleconnection pattern (Branstator449

2002; Watanabe 2004).450

To find covarying signals along the subpolar jet, regression with the451

principal components of EOF1 and EOF2 (PC1 and PC2) onto bi-pentad452

averaged Z250 fields was calculated (Figs. 12c and 12d). The regressed Z250453

field onto PC1 exhibits a significant anticyclonic anomaly over northern454

Eurasia along with the subpolar jet accompanying the cyclonic anomaly455

over Japan, and regression onto PC2 exhibits an anticyclonic anomaly to the456
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north of central Russia. These results support the notion that signals (wave457

packets) in the 10-day timescale along the subtropical and subpolar jets can458

covary with each other and can appear simultaneously. Therefore, it can be459

said that P-type (M-type) snowfall events occur in less dominant situations460

than PM-type events, thereby hampering a signal along the subtropical461

(subpolar) jet.462 Fig. 13

We attempted to create subpolar and subtropical jet indices associated

with the signals along these jets that cause the local snowfall events. We

selected the following centers of action based on the anomaly patterns in

Figs. 10 and 11, and we identified the bi-pentad subpolar and subtropical

jet indices, i.e., ISP and IST, respectively, in the same manner as Yamashita

et al. (2012):

ISP ≡ −Z∗(20◦E, 45◦N) + Z∗(120◦E, 70◦N), (2)

IST ≡ V ∗(90◦E, 25◦N)− V ∗(125◦E, 40◦N), (3)

where Z∗ and V ∗ indicate the bi-pentad averaged Z250 and V250 anoma-463

lies from the bi-pentad climatology at the geographical points, respectively.464

Note that the selection of these centers was reasonable based on regressed465

patterns of the Z250 and V250 fields onto the 10-day averaged local snowfall466

indices (Supplement 2). Using the bi-pentad ISP and IST, signals along the467

subpolar and subtropical jets were reproduced, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The468

signals clearly capture the separate Rossby wave packets along the subpolar469
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and subtropical jets. The subpolar and subtropical signals have their wave470

sources near the north of the Mediterranean Sea and antinodes over Japan471

in close geographical proximity. The subpolar and subtropical jet signals472

were found to have similar patterns from the 10-day to the 30-day aver-473

aged fields (Supplement 2), which implies that dominant low-frequency jet474

variabilities along these jets could be resolved, even in the 10-day averaged475

fields.476

Relationship between ISP and IST suggested that these signals could477

coexist, especially when the Rossby wave packets were active; the correla-478

tion coefficient between these indices was positive (0.29), and the ratios of479

bi-pentads when ISP and IST have the same polarity to all the bi-pentads be-480

came greater as the amplitudes of ISP or IST became larger (Supplement 3).481

Covariability of the subpolar and subtropical signals has been discovered by482

Sakai and Kawamura (2009) who applied an EOF analysis to the wintertime483

monthly mean 200-hPa stream function anomalies within a specific Eurasian484

region. Our results are consistent with their findings, except regarding the485

difference of timescales; we found covariability even on timescales shorter486

than a month (10-day).487

Note that some previous studies have already focused on the Rossby488

wave packets along the subpolar and subtropical jets that can cause heavy489

snowfall in Japan. For example, Barnston and Livezey (1987) found telecon-490
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nection patterns across Eurasia through an EOF analysis. Yamashita et al.491

(2012) successfully separated those packets and quantified the subpolar and492

subtropical jet indices on the synoptic timescale. The subtropical pattern of493

the signals seems similar to that in Fig. 13b, whereas the subpolar pattern494

appears further southward and westward than that in Fig. 13a. Tachibana495

et al. (2007) obtained subpolar signals associated with the Eurasian (EU)496

pattern related to snowfall events over a Pacific-side area of Japan on the497

monthly timescale; however, the pattern they found is shifted westward498

compared with the subpolar signals in the present study. The shifts of sub-499

polar signals might be related to different timescales or to snowfall events500

in different regions. Similar subpolar patterns were found by Sakai and501

Kawamura (2009) and by Inaba and Kodera (2010) for DJF averaged fields502

and the case of December 2005, respectively, similar to the subpolar signals503

identified in this study. They also mentioned that stronger subpolar and504

subtropical signals contribute to colder and more heavily snowed winters in505

Japan.506

As found in Section 6, blocking over the Siberian region was another507

contributor to more frequent PM-type snowfall than P- or M-type one.508

5. Relationship with Siberian blocking509

As another factor of the Rossby wave packets along the Eurasian jets,510
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Siberian blocking occurring close to Japan can affect local snowfall because511

the cyclonic anomalies over Japan are quasi-stationary and can compose512

meridional dipole structures with quasi-stationary or instantaneous anticy-513

clones northward over the Siberian region. As such, we speculated that514

the quasi-stationary anomalies correspond to atmospheric blocking char-515

acterized by the meridional reversal of a geopotential gradient, namely, a516

temporal large-scale easterly in the mid-latitudes (e.g., Pelly and Hoskins517

2003). To determine this correspondence, we examined whether blocking518

events significantly occur during the snowfall events.519 Fig. 14

Blocking events were detected based on a two-dimensional index pre-

sented in a study by Masato et al. (2013). A large-scale meridional reversal

in the daily geopotential height field at 500 hPa was detected using the

following equation:

B(λ0, ϕ0) =
2

∆ϕ

[∫ ϕ0+∆ϕ/2

ϕ0

Z(λ0, ϕ)dϕ−
∫ ϕ0

ϕ0−∆ϕ/2

Z(λ0, ϕ)dϕ

]
, (4)

where (λ0, ϕ0) are the central longitude and latitude of blocking, respec-

tively, ∆ϕ = 30◦, and Z is the geopotential height. The blocking index B

is expressed as follows:

B(λ0, ϕ0) =


1 where B > 0

0 where B ≤ 0.

(5)

On any day, blocking occurs when B = 1 and does not when B = 0. Since520
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the distributions of the blocking index can be obtained for each day, we521

evaluated the blocking frequency as a 10-day averaged blocking index, which522

represents the probability of blocking occurrence during a 10-day period.523

Using the blocking index, blocking frequencies in the Siberian region were524

quantified. Figure 14a shows the climatology of the blocking frequency525

distribution. We found that East Siberia, namely, the north of the Far526

East, is the most frequent region of blocking.527

Figures 14b–14d show 10-day averaged deviations of the blocking in-528

dex from the climatology during the PM-, P-, and M-type snowfall events.529

The blocking frequencies increased in all types, suggesting that the persis-530

tent cyclonic anomalies over Japan with anticyclonic anomalies northward531

(Fig. 10) were significantly equivalent to atmospheric blocking over East532

Siberia. Additionally, the blocking positions were located to the northwest533

(northeast) of Japan in the PM and P types (M-type) according to the534

central blocking positions in the types denoted by maxima in the frequency535

deviations (cross signs in Figs. 14b–14d). Therefore, the PM-, P-, and M-536

type blocks have different central positions. This would reflect the difference537

in relative positions and shapes of the cyclonic and anticyclonic anomalies538

apparent in Fig. 10.539

We next investigate the relationship between Siberian blocking and the

CAM streams over East Asian regions. Regression and correlation analyses
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were conducted by determining bi-pentad indices of the Siberian blocking

frequency, defined as follows:

IWB ≡ B̄(100◦ − 135◦E, 50◦ − 60◦N), (6)

ICB ≡ B̄(117.5◦ − 152.5◦E, 50◦ − 60◦N), (7)

IEB ≡ B̄(135◦ − 170◦E, 50◦ − 60◦N), (8)

where B̄ indicates the area-averaged blocking index (5) within the regions540

denoted in the brackets. The area-averaged regions were defined based on541

the anomaly patterns in Fig. 14b–d.542 Fig. 15

Figure 15 shows a regression map of Z250 and CAM flux fields on the543

Siberian blocking index ICB. In Z250, we can find the blocking anticyclone544

over East Siberian regions and the blocking cyclone over Japan. As inferred545

from Fig. 7, the CAM stream was significantly modulated by the block-546

ing: The regressed CAM flux anomalies were found along the fringe of the547

blocking anticyclone, and the southwestward/southward movements of the548

CAM stream toward Japan through the Sea of Japan were significantly pro-549

moted. Note that the geographical positions of the promoted movements550

were fixed irrespective of slight shifts of Siberian blocking, i.e., choice of551

ICB, IWB, or IEB (not shown). Therefore, Siberian blocking in the upper552

troposphere supports colder conditions in the lower troposphere, which are553

advantageous for the occurrence of snowfall.554
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In summary, the increased probability of the Siberian blocking frequency555

during the snowfall events, and the differences in the relative Siberian block-556

ing positions between the PM-, P-, and M-types were found. These results557

are beneficial to proactively detect circulation anomalies in the large-scale558

circulations that cause the local snowfall events: This is because blocking is559

easily detected in global reanalyses or models, and the time scale of block-560

ing predictability is generally longer than that of snowfall predictability in561

a local region.562

6. Relative contributions of Eurasian jet signals and563

Siberian blocking on local snowfall variations564

Hereafter, we try to quantify the relative contributions of the Rossby565

wave signals along the subpolar and subtropical jets and Siberian blocking566

to local snowfall events. Here, we used the jet and blocking indices of567

Eqs. (2)–(3) and (6)–(8) as global indices. In this section, we redefined568

these indices as daily-based 10-day running means but not as bi-pentad ones.569

Local snowfall indices for the P and M types, i.e., IP and IM, respectively,570

were also redefined as 10-day running averages of daily snowfall amounts571

in the P and M regions. These daily snowfall indices were normalized by572

the daily standard deviation from the 10-day running averaged climatology573
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for 1980/1981–2016/2017 at each calendar date. The indices during DJF of574

1980/1981–2016/2017 were used, as with the all bi-pentad periods.575 Table 4

Table 4 presents the mutual correlation coefficients between the local576

snowfall indices and the global indices. These coefficients indicate that577

both the Eurasian jet signals can contribute to the local snowfalls in both578

regions. Comparing their relative contributions, the subpolar (subtropical)579

signals contribute more than the subtropical (subpolar) signals to the P- (M-580

) region snowfall, which is consistent with the discussion in Sections 3 and581

4. Siberian blocking also contributes to both the P- and M-region snowfalls.582

The contribution (correlation) of ICB was largest among Eqs. (6)–(8).583 Table 5

The relationship between the jet signals and Siberian blocking is found584

from Table 5; it is found that the jet signals and the blocking do not585

suppress each other. The subpolar jet signals are highly correlated with586

Siberian blocking frequency, indicating that Siberian blocking tends to oc-587

cur simultaneously during the subpolar signals. The correlation between588

the subtropical jet index and blocking frequency was positive but small:589

The subtropical jet signals appear more independent of Siberian blocking.590

It can also be found that the subpolar (subtropical) signals are related more591

to western (eastern) Siberian blocking than at the other longitudes.592

The global indices were found capable of explaining local snowfall varia-593

tions. Thus, practical use of the indices with forecast or reanalysis datasets594
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would be valuable for examining the predictability of regional snowfall595

events over the Niigata area.596

7. Discussion: Tropical forcing597

In this section, We discuss other characteristics of the large-scale circu-598

lations beyond the extratropics; large-scale convective activities far in the599

tropics.600 Fig. 16

It would be interesting to examine the tropical circulations in outgoing601

longwave radiation (OLR) related to the snowfall events. The climatol-602

ogy exhibits active convective regions in the Maritime Continents (around603

120◦E) extending near the equator and to the south (∼5◦S) and relatively604

inactive regions over the northern hemispheric subtropics from the northern605

Indian Ocean to the Philippine Sea (Fig. 16a).606

In the OLR anomaly fields during the PM-, P-, and M-type events607

(Figs. 16b–16d), we found some signals of active convections over the Indian608

Ocean and the Maritime Continents. In the PM and M types, large-scale609

convections are more active over the climatologically active convective re-610

gions, though their relative active positions are different. The more active611

position in the PM type is relatively northward and that in the M type612

is located in the Southern Hemisphere (∼10◦S). Conversely, in the P-type613

snowfall, significant convective signals are not found in the active regions.614
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Active convective anomalies over the Maritime Continents, found in the PM615

and M types (Figs. 16b and 16d), could be supported by tropical forcings616

such as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation and extratropical internal variabil-617

ity. Such convective anomalies can enhance the trough over Japan and the618

Siberian blocking frequency via a local Hadley circulation and stationary619

Rossby wave emission (e.g., Simmons et al. 1983; Chen 2002; Ueda et al.620

2015). Chen (2002) proposed that higher-than-normal sea-surface temper-621

atures in the western equatorial Pacific accompanied by La Niña events622

can emit energy fluxes of stationary Rossby waves from southern China to623

the North Pacific via the upper troposphere around Japan. The convective624

anomalies may support the local snowfall in a 10-day period along with625

subtropical jet variability, as found in the snowfall along the Japan-Sea side626

coastal areas of Japan at the seasonal timescale (Ueda et al. 2015).627

8. Concluding remarks628

This study investigated the relation between the dominant local snow-629

fall patterns in a heavy snowfall area in the Japan-Sea side areas and the630

associated large-scale circulation anomalies. Along with the observations631

of the amount of snowfall in the Niigata area for every bi-pentad period,632

dominant local snowfall distributions in the 10-day timescale were classified633

as three well-known types: The P, M, and PM types. Based on the three634
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classifications of the bi-pentads, the associated large-scale circulation fields635

were composited and analyzed.636 Fig. 17

In the large-scale circulation fields in the three types, the intensifica-637

tion of the Siberian High and/or the Aleutian Low was found, commonly638

indicating enhanced winter East Asian monsoon that leads to cold weather639

conditions over Japan. In addition, intensified trough or cyclonic anoma-640

lies in the upper troposphere appeared over Japan. The cyclonic anomalies641

originated from a quasi-stationary Rossby wave packet along the subpolar642

jet over the northern part of Eurasia in the P type, from that along the643

subtropical jet over the southern part in the M type, and from both wave644

packets along the jets in the PM type. Schematic pictures are shown in645

Fig. 17.646

The cyclonic anomalies (cyclones) over Japan were found to be also as-647

sociated with blocking over the East Siberian region in all types (Figs. 17b–648

17d). The primary difference found out in the Siberian blocks between the649

snowfall event types was their relative positions; blocking in the P type (M650

type) was distributed in the northwest (northeast) of Japan, whereas that651

in the PM type was located anywhere in eastern Siberia (the blocking fre-652

quency was zonally distributed). Furthermore, we found that these Siberian653

blocks promoted cold air intrusions in the lower troposphere from the polar654

regions toward the Far East, including Japan, which is favorable for heavy655
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snowfall in the Japan-Sea side areas of Japan.656

Year-to-year occurrence of each snowfall event type seemed modulated657

in several-year–decadal timescales. We also found that PM-type snowfall658

was the most frequent, because it was accompanied by both the domi-659

nant subpolar and subtropical jet signals, which tend to coexist (e.g., Sakai660

& Kawamura, 2009), and Siberian blocking. During the P-type (M-type)661

snowfall, the signals along the subpolar (subtropical) jet was temporally662

hampered.663

We would thus conclude that these snowfall types were tied to extra-664

tropical internal variability rather than to other external forcings, though665

the tropical active convective anomalies in OLR that might be related to666

tropical oceanic variability can support or suppress the extratropical vari-667

ability.668

Strategies stemming from this study for clarifying a relation between669

the local-/regional-scale and global-/large-scale phenomena would be the670

following:671

• We focused on 10-day timescales rather than daily ones. This strategy672

might enable the efficient extraction of the impact of low-frequency673

variabilities dominant in the global scale on the regional weather/climate,674

because the timescales can filter out the direct effects of meso–synoptic675

scale disturbances. The choice of 10 days rather than a month would676
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be efficient to determine the impacts of blocking.677

• The large-scale circulation characteristics in a reanalysis were “re-678

stored” based on the index defined in the local observations, which679

is the same method as used by Iwamoto et al. (2008), Yamashita et680

al. (2012), and Ueda et al. (2015). Such a method makes it easy for681

the relationships between the general circulation and regional weather682

events to be found.683

Further questions to be investigated are listed as follows:684

1. Detailed process connecting the large-scale circulation anomalies to685

individual snowfall events accompanied by a convective system: Here,686

we could not investigate the mesoscale fields associated with the large-687

scale circulations, since it was difficult to sufficiently investigate such688

small and short scale processes in the global reanalysis. Using radar689

and mesoscale analysis data and dynamical downscaling approaches690

using convection-permitting models may be promising (e.g., Nakai691

et al. 2005; Kawase et al. 2015; Kayaba et al. 2016; Fukui et al.692

2018).693

2. Formation and maintenance mechanisms of the Siberian blocking: The694

Siberian blocking discussed herein is a high-latitude blocking rather695

than a mid-latitude one. One can discuss how mid-latitude blocking is696
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formed and/or maintained by major storm tracks or tropical forcing;697

however, blocks in the high latitudes are located far from the storm698

tracks or the tropics.699

3. Predictability of the occurrences of snowfall event types: Although700

we could determine the characteristics in the large-scale circulations701

that can cause regional snowfall events, we could not investigate their702

predictabilities. Related to such predictability, Matsueda and Kyouda703

(2016) studied the predictabilities of dominant wintertime synoptic–704

large-scale weather patterns in East Asia. Interestingly, some patterns705

were found to accompany P- or M-type precipitation patterns in the706

Niigata area (Matsueda, personal communication). Their results may707

be helpful for elucidating the predictability of the snowfall event types.708

Supplement709

Supplement 1 shows scatter diagrams of snowfall amounts in the P and710

M regions summed up for daily, 5-day running, and 10-day running peri-711

ods. Supplement 2 shows regression maps of the Z250 and V250 fields onto712

10-day, 20-day, and 30-day running averaged daily local snowfall indices.713

Supplement 3 shows the scatter diagram between the bi-pentad subpolar714

and subtropical jet indices (ISP and IST).715
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Fig. 1. Observation points in the plain (P; circles)- and mountain (M; squares)-
type regions and maps enclosing the points with topography (shaded area;
m). The panels show the maps of the Northern Hemisphere (upper), the
enlarged East Asian region, including Japan (left bottom), and the enlarged
Niigata area (right bottom). Light, medium, and heavy gray shaded areas in
the upper panel with contours indicate 1000-, 3000-, and 5000-m altitudes,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. The snowfall climatologies (cm) with standard deviations (boxes) and
maximum and minimum values (whiskers) for each bi-pentad for the P (a)
and M (b) regions during the November–March of 1980/1981–2016/2017.
The horizontal axis indicates the time sequence of bi-pentads from November
(N) to March (M).
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Fig. 3. Scatter diagram for the normalized snowfall deviations in the P (IP; hor-
izontal axis) and M (IM; vertical axis) regions; × (crosses), circles, squares,
and triangles indicate the top 15 bi-pentads for the P, M, and PM types,
respectively. For readers, thick and thin lines are drawn at the 0.0 and +1.0
normalized snowfall deviations, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Number of the P-type (hatched), M-type (gray), and PM-type (black)
snowfall events in each year for DJF of 1980/1981–2016/2017 (maximum
number of the events during a winter is 9).
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(b) (d)

1

(a) (c)

Fig. 5. The winter climatology in (a) sea-level pressure (SLP; hPa), (b) temper-
ature (contour; ◦C) and wind (arrows; m s−1) at 850 hPa, (c) geopotential
height (Z250; contour; m) and the wind magnitude (shade) at 250 hPa, and
(d) potential vorticity (contour; PVU) and magnitude of the horizontal po-
tential vorticity gradient (shade; the effective β) [106 PVU m−1] at 320 K.
The dataset is from JRA-55.
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fig5

(b) P-type (c) M-type(a) PM-type

Fig. 6. Composite anomalies of SLP (contours; hPa) in the (a) PM, (b) P, and
(c) M types. Shades indicate significance at the 95% level in the t-test.
Contour intervals are 1 [hPa] (zero contours are omitted). Dashed (solid)
lines are for negative (positive) values.
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(a) climatology

(b) PM-type

(c) P-type

(d) M-type

fig9

(contours) T850 (arrows) CAM flux

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for (a) climatological (winter-averaged) cold air mass
(CAM) flux (arrows; hPa m s−1) and its magnitude (bluish shades) and
(b–d) the composited flux anomalies (arrows; hPa m s−1) and temperature
(K; black contours from ±1 to ±4 with 0.5 interval) at 850 hPa; same as
Fig. 6’s anomalies in (b) PM type, (c) P type, and (d) M type. Brown shades
in (a) indicate topography of more than 700-m altitude. Gray shades and
red arrows in (b–d) denote 95% significance levels in temperature and CAM
flux, respectively.
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2

(a) climatology

(b) PM-type

(c) P-type

(d) M-type

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for the index of the convective instability
∑

(θe)rev in
the lower troposphere. Shades are shown for only areas with 95% significance
level. Streamlines indicate winds at 925 hPa for (a) the climatology and (b–
d) 10-day averaged raw values of the composites.
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Fig. 9. Ten-day averaged (bi-pentad) composite maps close to Japan for the
(column a) PM-, (column b) P-, and (column c) M-type events same as
Figs. 6, 7. (Upper) SLP [hPa] and (bottom) 850-hPa temperature [◦C]
anomalies (shades) and their raw values of the composites (contours) are
displayed.
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fig4

(a) PM-type (b) P-type (c) M-type

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 6 but for Z250 [m]. Arrows indicate the wave activity flux
[m2 s−1] for stationary Rossby waves formulated by Takaya and Nakamura
(2001). Contour intervals are 25 [m] (zero contours are omitted).
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6

(a) PM-type (b) P-type (c) M-type

V250, Decade 0

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 6 but for the meridional wind [m s−1] at 250 hPa (V250).
Contour intervals are 1 [m s−1], but 0 and ±1 contours are omitted.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. The (a) first and (b) second empirical orthogonal function (EOF) modes
(EOF1 and EOF2, respectively) in the 10-day (bi-pentad) averaged V250 [m
s−1] over the displayed domain. Proportions of EOF1 and EOF2 are 21.0%
and 13.6%, respectively. (c and d) Regressed fields in Z250 [m] onto the
principal components of (a) EOF1 and (b) EOF2. Light (dark) shaded
areas denote regions correlated more than ±0.2 (±0.4) with the principal
components.
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(a)

(b)

decade

Fig. 13. Regressed fields in Z250 [m] (contours) onto the bi-pentad (a) subpolar

and (b) subtropical jet indices. Shaded areas denote regions correlated more

than ±0.4 with the indices.
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1

(a) climatology

(b) PM-type

(c) P-type

(d) M-type

Fig. 14. Climatology and anomalies of blocking frequency distributions. (a)
The climatology [%] averaged for the winter of 1980/1981–2016/2017. Note
that 100% means blocking occurs at any location for all the days of the
winter. (b–d) Composited 10-day averaged fields of B during the PM-, P-
, and M-type snowfall periods, respectively, deviated from the climatology
(shades; %) and their raw values (red contours; %). Green contours indicate
significant areas at 95% level. The × (cross) signs in the panels indicate
maximum locations of the blocking frequencies of the climatology (a) and
each deviation (b–d), indicating the central blocking position of each type.
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Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 13 but regressed fields in Z250 [m] (contours) and CAM

flux (arrows) onto the Siberian blocking index ICB. Shaded areas and red

arrows denote regions and fluxes correlated more than ±0.4 in Z250 and 0.4

in the flux magnitude with the index, respectively.
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3

(a)

(b) PM-type

(c) P-type 

(d) M-type

fig8

Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 6 or 7 but for outgoing longwave radiation [W m−2] (OLR).
(a) Climatology of the DJF-averaged OLR field for 1980/1981–2016/2017.
Dark (light) shaded areas denote climatologically active (inactive) convective
regions. (b–d) Same as Fig. 6 but for OLR. Contour intervals in (b–d) are
3 [W m−2] (zero contours are omitted).
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Fig. 17. Schematics of large-scale circulations related to 10-day-timescale snow-
fall events in the Niigata area for (a) winter climatology and in the (b) PM
type, (c) P type, and (d) M type. Gray shaded circles in (a) indicate anomaly
patterns based on the quasi-stationary Rossby waves dominant in the 10-
day timescale. Blue and red shaded areas indicate positive and negative
anomalies, respectively, in Z250 and SLP fields, and green arrows indicate
enhanced CAM flux anomalies. Thick black (with thin white) arrows denote
blocking characterized by temporal large-scale easterlies.
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Table 1. The correlation coefficient matrix for all the 6 M (Yz: Yuzawa, Sk:
Sekiyama, Tn: Tsunan, Tk: Tohkamachi, Kd: Koide, and Sm: Sumon) and
5 P regions (Ng: Niigata, Nt: Niitsu, Nk: Nagaoka, Ss: Shimoseki, and Tg:
Tsugawa). Correlation coefficients are calculated from 333 bi-pentads (37
winters), except where data were lacking. Altitude [m] of each observation
point is denoted in each parenthesis in the first column. Names of the M
regions are displayed in bold, and borderlines of rows and columns between
the M and P regions are drawn for readers. Diagonal components and auto-
correlation are not shown for brevity. The lower triangular components are
also omitted here.

Yz Sk Tn Tk Kd Sm Ng Nt Nk Ss Tg
Yz (340) – 0.869 0.905 0.819 0.793 0.742 0.464 0.509 0.641 0.604 0.620
Sk (350) – 0.905 0.837 0.781 0.749 0.551 0.586 0.687 0.677 0.685
Tn (452) – 0.846 0.825 0.779 0.437 0.425 0.659 0.623 0.639
Tk (170) – 0.838 0.821 0.537 0.635 0.774 0.738 0.696
Kd (98) – 0.847 0.495 0.594 0.747 0.671 0.718
Sm (222) – 0.526 0.629 0.719 0.662 0.742
Ng (4) – 0.826 0.664 0.696 0.709
Nt (3) – 0.808 0.786 0.769
Nk (23) – 0.801 0.776
Ss (33) – 0.764
Tg (100) –
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Table 2. Selected top 15 snowfall bi-pentads for the P, M, and PM types. The
columns list the top 15 bi-pentads for the (left) P, (middle) M, and (right)
PM types. Ranks of the normalized snowfall deviations in the top 15 bi-
pentads are displayed in parentheses. The early (1st–10th day of a month),
middle (11th–20th day of a month), and late (21st–last day of a month)
bi-pentads are written as “Early,” “Mid,” and “Last,” respectively.

Selected top 15 bi-pentad periods
P-type M-type PM-type

Mid January 1982 (11) Mid Jan 1981 (3) Mid Jan 1981 (11)
Early February 1983 (13) Last Feb 1983 (10) Last December 1984 (1)

Mid Feb 1983 (1) Early Jan 1987 (12) Mid Dec 1985 (5)
Early Jan 1984 (9) Early Feb 1991 (11) Early Jan 1986 (3)
Last Jan 1984 (7) Last Feb 1992 (13) Last Jan 1986 (14)
Early Jan 1985 (10) Last Jan 1997 (5) Early Dec 1987 (2)
Last Jan 1988 (5) Mid Feb 1997 (9) Mid Feb 1988 (8)
Mid Dec 1988 (14) Early Jan 1999 (6) Mid Jan 1995 (10)
Last Feb 1991 (2) Mid Feb 2000 (2) Last Feb 2000 (12)
Mid Dec 1994 (6) Mid Feb 2002 (8) Mid Jan 2001 (9)
Mid Feb 2001 (12) Early Jan 2006 (14) Mid Dec 2005 (7)
Last Feb 2005 (4) Mid Feb 2008 (1) Last Dec 2005 (15)
Mid Dec 2009 (8) Last Dec 2011 (7) Early Dec 2012 (4)
Early Feb 2012 (3) Last Jan 2012 (15) Early Dec 2014 (6)
Mid Feb 2012 (15) Mid Feb 2013 (4) Mid Dec 2014 (13)
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Table 3. Accumulated numbers of snowfall events of the PM, P, and M types
during December, January, and February for 1980/1981–2016/2017.

Number of the occurrence of the snowfall event types
December January February

PM-type 11 11 10
P-type 4 7 9
M-type 4 9 8
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between the 10-day running averaged P- and
M-region snowfall indices (IP and IM), subpolar and subtropical jet indices
(ISP and IST), and Siberian blocking indices (ICB, IWB, and IEB).

ISP IST ICB IWB IEB
IP 0.40 0.34 0.50 0.45 0.36
IM 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.36 0.44
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Table 5. Same as Table 4 but between the jet indices (ISP and IST) and the

Siberian blocking indices (IWB, ICB, and IEB).

IWB ICB IEB
ISP 0.62 0.63 0.49
IST 0.11 0.20 0.19
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